
PERSONAL ESSAY WRITING SUBMISSIONS

Here are 19 places to submit your personal essay. And since the editors â€œtend to favor personal writing,â€• that
I-driven nonfiction essay might.

The editors ask to briefly cover your biography, contact info and include the essay, of cause. They do accept
personal essays. GameSkinny Who are they? Without robust writing samples of articles published in reputable
venues, it can be difficult to get your foot in the door at a new publication. Looks like a no. Formatting and
Author Rights Please use 12 pt font, double-spaced formatting. Submission is online. You can view our
privacy policy here, and our disclaimer. Obsessed with the bizarre, unknown, and obscure, Top Tenz is
another list-based website with a big audience. Where to Submit Poetry 1. Not that I could see. You are asked
to include a word count and the genre in the cover letter. Then your first stepâ€”after polishing your creative
nonfiction to perfection, of courseâ€”is to write a great cover letter. Drunk Monkeys Who are they? We
especially love writing that has some connection to writing for wellness â€” narrative medicine, medical
memoir, writing the self, healing writing, etc. Please use 12 pt. Look at their editorial calender for subjects.
When done right, cover letters offer editors information that helps them withâ€¦ keeping submissions
organized; getting to know the writer who is making the submission; publishing an author bio if a personal
essay is accepted for publication. Each issue of the magazine has a theme. More than fairly. Probably the
biggest comedy website out there. All in our free email magazine. Ideomancer Who are they? Author bio.
Their typical output is varied, but is based on one central theme: quality. They publish some excellent content
in an eclectic range of categories, including personal essays. Slice s a specific cultural topic for each issue,
including both fiction and non-fiction. Here's what some of my coaching clients have to say: "The session was
invaluable for me â€” I came away with so many leads for sourcing work and placing stories. I will definitely
be recommending it to other writers. In the last line of your cover letter for your personal essay, be sure to
genuinely thank the literary journal editor for his or her time spent reading your nonfiction submission. Since
most conscientious literary magazine editors plan to give respectful consideration to all submissions, it can be
considered offensive when an author feels he or she must try to tempt editors to do something they believe is
their ethical and professional duty. Extra Crispy Extra Crispy pays for personal essays about food. Suppliers of
all the lists one person could ever need. Quite handsomely.


